
Opportunity rarely knocks
The old adage says "Opportunity knocks but once." (Or you can choose the
Ziggy equivalent: "When opportunity knocked, I was on the phone with a
telemarketer.")

The truth is, however, that opportunity rarely knocks -- it waits to be discovered.

Most of the time, those people who quote the old "opportunity knocks" adage are
using it to explain why they are not successful -- opportunity knocked, but they
refused to answer; opportunity knocked, but they weren't at home; opportunity
knocked, but they were in the shower -- you know the type; no doubt you've
heard their hard luck stories over and over.

Opportunity doesn't really knock, though. It's all around us, waiting to be
identified.

The truth of the matter is that we tend to make our own "breaks" in life -- through
preparation, follow through, networking, and a keen eye to developing the
potential products that may come into our field of view.

The person who looks for the opportunity in a situation -- any situation -- is likely
to find it, only because she or he is actively looking for it.

Much has been made of the idea of Fred Smith, founder of FedEx, who decided
to create an airline -- an airline that delivered packages. I remember the first day
I got a package via FedEx -- and the joy I felt that I didn't have to wait around
airports anymore for some airline to ship a mission-critical package, and charge
me an exorbitant rate for it.

Nowadays, overnight shipping services like FedEx are the norm. FedEx has
moved into ground delivery -- once an unthinkable move -- because an
opportunity presented itself. UPS, DHL, and other competitors all do overnight
delivery -- but FedEx was first.

Smith identified the opportunity -- it never knocked.

Other opportunities also come to mind. You know something has made a
difference when it turns into -- albeit informally -- into a verb. This is the case with
Tivo. Tivo (and its competitors) mated a disk drive, a TV schedule, and a TV
tuner. The resulting Personal Video Recorder has changed the way millions of
people watch television.  Did someone come to the door of Tivo's founders and
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say: "Hey -- I'm opportunity! Look at me!?" Nope -- they did it the old fashioned
way -- they identified the opportunity, and went after it.

All around the world, other people are identifying opportunities that surround
them -- and yet the vast majority of people still sit and wait for opportunity to
"knock."

Identifying opportunity takes a bit of skill, a bit of panache, and a whole lot of
courage.

But it's a whole lot better than sitting around, waiting for the knock on the door.

Can you identify the opportunities that surround you? Can you see the inevitable
where others only see the obvious?

If you can't, you need to look a bit deeper -- the opportunities are there, waiting to
be discovered -- and as you discover one, you get better at discovering more.
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